■ INTRODUCTION
The penta-2,4-dieniminium cation (PSB3, see Scheme 1) is a conjugated and protonated imine which has been used extensively as a computational model of the retinal protonated Schiff base chromophore (rPSB) of visual pigments. 1−4 Recently, we benchmarked the effect of dynamic electron correlation along three paths spanning the ground state (S 0 ) potential energy surface (PES) of PSB3 using several electronic structure methods. These included multireference configuration interaction with single and double excitations 5, 6 (MRCISD) with and without the Davidson correction Q, 7 multireference second order perturbation theory (MRPT2) methods in ref 8 , equation-of-motion coupled-cluster (EOM-CC) methods 9, 10 in ref 11 , and an a posteriori spin-decontamination procedure on top of a spin-flip time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) approach in ref 12. In the present contribution, we map a different region of the PES, this time focusing on three paths generated on the first singlet excited state (S 1 ) state rather than the S 0 state. Two paths (named MEP CIS and MEP TRANS ) lead from the Franck− Condon (FC) point of one isomer of PSB3 (cis-or trans-PSB3, shown in Scheme 1) to a conical intersection (CI). MEP CIS is similar to the path already computed in ref 13 . The third path is along a seam of CIs that connects the two above paths; this path is named the CI seam path. Note that while the first two paths are actual reaction paths on the PES, the third is artificially constructed by an interpolation of coordinates (see the Methods section).
Upon photoexcitation, PSB3 undergoes a partial transfer of its positive charge from the C2HC1HNH 2 side (the Schiff base moiety) to the C5H 2 C4HC3H side of the molecule (the allyl moiety). 1 Studies of PSB3 conducted at the CASSCF level of theory show a barrierless path leading from the FC point to a CI. 2 In fact, Migani et al. mapped a path on the S 1 PES of PSB3 at the CASSCF level of theory by following a minimum energy path (MEP) coordinate along the S 1 surface starting from the FC point of cis-PSB3. 13 However, after an early report by Page et al., 14 a number of studies have emerged showing inconsistencies between CASSCF, which is missing dynamic electron correlation, and higher-level electronic structure methods. Fantacci et al. 15 used the CASSCF paths from Migani et al. 13 to test the effect of running single point CASPT2 and TD-DFT energy calculations along these paths. They found that the barrierless CASSCF path is no longer barrierless when dynamic electron correlation is properly accounted for. Similar findings have subsequently emerged at various levels of theory for a variety of rPSB models. 11,16−21 A remarkable study by Valsson et al. has shown that at the CASPT2 level of theory, torsional relaxation in PSB4 (a fourdouble bond model of rPSB) occurs along a single bond rather than a double bond and does not reach a CI. 20 Earlier, Send et al. had also demonstrated that protonated Schiff bases exhibit low or vanishing torsional barriers for single bond rotation at both the TD-DFT and CC2 levels of theory. 22 These studies made it clear that dynamic electron correlation is important for a proper description of the S 1 PES of PSB3.
In order to quantify these effects, we map the S 1 PES at both the CASSCF and CASPT2 levels of theory. Therefore, the MEP CIS , MEP TRANS , and CI seam paths were generated independently at both levels of theory, as described in the Methods section below, and then single-point MRCISD, MRCISD+Q, MRPT2, and EOM-CC energy calculations were performed along these paths. We found, thus expanding early studies 8,11,14−22 that dynamic electron correlation does indeed have an important effect on the topology of the S 1 PES in PSB3 and point to its importance for a proper quantitative and qualitative description of the mechanism and dynamics of the PSB3 isomerization and, most likely, for those of higher homologues.
■ METHODS
This section outlines how the three CASSCF and CASPT2 S 1 paths were generated and how the dynamic electron correlation was introduced by single point energy calculations.
Reference Potential Energy Surfaces. To prepare the reference PES, three paths have been generated at the CASSCF and CASPT2 levels of theory. All optimizations and MEP calculations employed the 6-31G* basis set with Cartesian d polarization functions and with an active space of six electrons in six π orbitals (6-in-6 ). In the case of CASPT2 optimizations and MEPs, the IPEA parameter was kept at the default value of 0. 25 . 23 Note that all references to CASPT2 geometries and paths assume that the IPEA for these calculations is the default 0.25 value. However, when we discuss single point calculations along the reference paths, a tag will be used to indicate whether the calculation is performed without an IPEA shift (IPEA = 0) or with (IPEA = 0.25). CASPT2 optimizations and MEP calculations were performed with numerical gradients.
The first path, MEP CIS , was generated for each of CASSCF and CASPT2 by an MEP calculation started from the cis-PSB3 Franck−Condon point optimized at the respective level of theory and with a radius of 0.01 Å·(amu) 1/2 until a CI was reached (the CI intercepted by the MEP CIS path will be called CI CIS ). In the case of CASPT2, however, the MEP started from the FC point did not lead to a CI, as also reported by Valsson et al. 20 for a PSB4 model, but rather to a minimum (MIN CIS ) reached by a twisting of the C1−C2 single bond and a pyramidilization of the Schiff base nitrogen and C1 carbon. Therefore, a transition state (TS CIS ) separating MIN CIS from the CI had to be located by an S 1 transition state optimization, and an MEP was launched in both the forward and backward directions from this transition state. The backward MEP eventually lead to the MIN CIS structure, while the forward MEP lead to a CI CIS . The three MEP calculations were combined into one continuous path (i.e., the CASPT2 MEP CIS path) which starts from the cis-PSB3 FC point, passes first through MIN CIS , then rises to reach TS CIS , and finally ends at CI CIS .
The CASSCF and CASPT2 MEP TRANS paths were generated in exactly the same way as the CASSCF and CASPT2 MEP CIS paths, respectively, but starting from a trans-PSB3 structure optimized at the respective level of theory. The CASSCF MEP TRANS path is barrierless and connects the trans-PSB3 FC point to CI TRANS directly, while the CASPT2 MEP TRANS path encounters a MIN TRANS structure and a TS TRANS structure on the way. The structures of all S 1 stationary points encountered by the CASPT2 paths are shown in Scheme 2.
In the case of the CASSCF MEP CIS and MEP TRANS paths, the first eleven structures were chosen to be 0.01 Å·(amu) 1/2 apart, but then a structure was selected every 0.02 Å·(amu) 1/2 · However, in the case of the CASPT2 MEP CIS and MEP TRANS paths, the first nine structures were chosen to be 0.01 Å· (amu) 1/2 apart, but then a structure was selected every 0.08 Å· (amu) 1/2 from after the FC region up to the TS CIS (in MEP CIS ) or TS TRANS (in MEP TRANS ) structure. After the transition state, a point was selected every 0.02 Å·(amu) 1/2 up to the point where the MEP intercepts a CI point.
Finally, the CI seam path was generated at each level of theory by a parabolic interpolation of internal coordinates using three structures. In the case of the CASSCF CI seam path, the three structures are the CI CIS structure intercepted by the CASSCF MEP CIS path, the CI BLA structure which is the CI intercepted by the CASSCF BLA path of ref 8 , and the CI TRANS structure intercepted by the CASSCF MEP TRANS path. As for the CASPT2 CI seam path, it is a parabolic interpolation of the CI CIS structure intercepted by the CASPT2 MEP CIS path, the CI BLA structure which is the CI intercepted by the CASPT2 (IPEA = 0.25) BLA path of ref 8 , and the CI TRANS structure intercepted by the CASPT2 MEP TRANS path. Note that the "BLA path" of ref 8 is a path that follows a bond length alternation coordinate (which is the origin of the acronym BLA). The parabolic interpolation was done by fitting each internal coordinate with a polynomial fit to the second order and using the resulting equation to generate the interpolated internal coordinate values. The geometries of CI CIS , CI BLA , and CI TRANS which were used to generate the CI seam paths are shown in Scheme 3. Whereas the bond lengths are not very different in the three CIs, their structures mainly differ along the hydrogen-out-of-plane (HOOP) coordinate. The HOOP (rigorously defined as the C1−C2−C3−C4 minus the H−C2− C3−H dihedral) is positive at CI CIS , almost zero at CI BLA , and negative at CI TRANS . However, the π orbital overlap (τ, rigorously defined as the average of the two dihedrals involved in the HOOP) is almost 90°in all three cases, meaning that the π orbitals are orthogonal as would be expected at a CI.
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Note that while the crossing points belonging to the computed CASSCF seam display the correct CI dimensionality (i.e. the degeneracy is lifted by distorsion along two different modes), this may not be the case for other theories (as reported in a different context in ref 24) . For instance, at the MRCISD +Q level, the degeneracy is lifted only along the BLA mode since the Davidson correction corrects the energies but not the wavefunctions of the crossing states (and the CI is not truly "conical"). Nevertheless, throughout the manuscript, we will refer to the seam points as CI points.
Multireference Configuration Interaction Calculations. MRCISD and MRCISD+Q calculations were performed with Molpro 25 using the internally-contracted version. 26 The reference space employed the same electrons and orbitals as in the 6-in-6 active space used in CASSCF. The 1s core orbitals of carbon and nitrogen atoms were kept frozen. In MRCISD and MRCISD+Q calculations, as well as all other calculations throughout this work, the 6-31G* basis set with Cartesian d polarization functions was used. In MRCISD+Q, the Davidson correction 7 with a relaxed reference 27 was used. Multireference Perturbation Theory Calculations. The MRPT2 methods investigated in this work are CASPT2, 28 
XMCQDPT2
, 29 and NEVPT2. 30, 31 In the case of CASPT2, we investigate both single-state CASPT2 (hereon referred to as simply CASPT2) and multistate CASPT2 (MS-CASPT2), 32 both with and without the default IPEA parameter. CASSCF and CASPT2 energy calculations (as well as optimizations and MEP calculations discussed above) were all performed with the Molcas 7.8 quantum chemistry software package. 33 An imaginary shift of 0.2 was used in CASPT2 calculations to exclude intruder states.
The quasi-degenerate (QD-) formulation of NEVPT2 is used throughout this work. The reported QD-NEVPT2 energies are based on the partially contracted variant.
34
XMCQDPT2 energies were computed using Firefly version 8.0.0. 35 In these calculations, the intruder state avoidance (ISA) shift was set to 0.02 to avoid intruder states. In addition to the classical version of XMCQDPT2, two more recently developed methods were also tested in this work (as in ref 8) . The first, XMCQDPT2/diagonal fit, makes use of semicanonical orbitals obtained by block-diagonalization of a standard closed-shell-like canonical Fock operator built from the two-electron integrals and the first-order spin-free state-averaged CASSCF density matrix. Upon obtaining orbitals of different types, the energies of the active-space orbitals are redefined to provide the best possible one-particle least-squares approximation to the diagonal of the CASSCF Hamiltonian. The second, termed XMCQDPT2/F(Γ ns ), applies a modified Fock-like operator which incorporates some terms arising due to the nonseparable part (Γ ns ) of the CASSCF state-averaged second-order density matrix Γ.
Equation-of-Motion Coupled-Cluster Calculations. In CCSD and EOM calculations, all electrons were correlated. Only the spin-flip (SF) variant of EOM 36−39 was tested due to its success in a previous benchmark study employing the PSB3 model. 11 The lowest high-spin triplet was employed as the reference, which was computed at the ROHF level of theory to reduce spin-contamination. In this work, we employ EOM-SF-CCSD (or, for brevity, SF-CCSD) and SF-CCSD(dT). The former includes only single and double substitutions, while the latter is augmented by a perturbative triples correction obtained by using second-order Rayleigh−Schrodinger perturbation theory. 40 In SF-CCSD(dT), the diagonal of the full similarity transformed Hamiltonian is employed. All EOM-SF calculations were performed using the Q-Chem electronic structure package. Charge Transfer Character. In the following, we probe the electronic character of PSB3 by looking at the charge transfer character across a certain bond. The charge transfer character across the C2C3 bond for a certain geometry is computed as the sum of the charges of all the atoms in the allyl (C5H 2 C4HC3H) moiety of PSB3. The charge transfer character across the C1C2 bond is computed by taking the sum of the charges on the C2HC3HC4HC5H 2 moiety of PSB3. These charge transfer characters are computed at both the CASSCF and CASPT2 levels of theory using Mulliken population analysis performed by Molcas. 33 Nonparallelity Errors. In the Results and Discussion section, we present and discuss nonparallelity errors (NPEs). NPEs are useful for quantitatively comparing different methods along a potential energy path. They are computed by finding the energy deviation of each point along the path from the reference method (in our case taken to be MRCISD+Q) and then subtracting the minimum deviation from the maximum deviation. A large NPE generally indicates that a method differentially treats different regions of the PES; whereas, a small NPE indicates that the potential energy computed at that level of theory is parallel to that of the reference method along the path of interest.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the following section, we analyze the CASSCF and CASPT2 reference paths and then present the results for MRCISD, MRCISD+Q, MRPT2, and EOM-CC energy corrections on the two surfaces.
Analysis of Reference Potential Energy Surfaces. The energy profile along the composite reaction path, comprising the MEP CIS , CI seam, and MEP TRANS paths, is shown in Figure  1 for the CASSCF and CASPT2 levels of theory. There are several differences between the CASSCF and CASPT2 paths, as highlighted above. Most notably, the molecule at the CASSCF level isomerizes immediately around the C2C3 double bond, whereas with at the CASPT2 level it follows a barrierless but very shallow path along a C1C2 single bond isomerization coordinate, with a barrier along the C2C3 double bond which needs to be overcome to lead to cis−trans isomerization. Notice that the MIN CIS and MIN TRANS structures occupy a very flat region of the S 1 PES.
At the FC point of cis-PSB3 and trans-PSB3, there is steep decrease in energy in the S 1 state (and a corresponding rise in energy in the S 0 state). This sudden change in energy in the FC regions is associated with a large change of bond length alternation (BLA) associated with an increase in double-bond lengths and decrease in single bond lengths (see Figure 2A ). This phenomenon has been well documented in rPSB and its models. 13,42−44 We find that this initial relaxation along the BLA coordinate is predicted by both CASSCF and CASPT2 but is much more pronounced in CASSCF where the decrease in BLA is on the order of 0.15 Å and the associated change in energy is ca. 10 kcal/mol (compared to CASPT2 that has a BLA decrease of 0.04 Å and an associated energy change of ∼5 kcal/mol). In both cases, the large change in BLA is accompanied by a very limited increase in charge transfer character with respect to the reactive C2C3 bond (see Figure  2B ).
This difference in BLA behavior of CASSCF and CASPT2 near the FC point arises due to the existence of a so-called "locally excited" (LE) region on the CASPT2 S 1 PES. Such a region has been recently documented in a hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) model of bovine rhodopsin incorporating a rPSB chromophore with the isomerizing double bond locked in a 5-membered ring. 45 In this work, it has been proposed that the LE region hosts an S 1 intermediate from which fluorescence may occur, or which may lead to an alternate decay pathway for the S 1 population (i.e., other than the double-bond isomerization mechanism). An LE region has also been located in a QM/MM model 46 of a member of a recently engineered set of rhodopsin mimics based on mutated cellular retinoic acid binding proteins. 47−49 Finally, such a region has also been located along a CASPT2 relaxed scan for PSB3. 46 At the CI seam, we see a marked difference in the BLA profile of Figure 2A between CASSCF and CASPT2. Indeed, the BLA along the interpolation coordinate in that region has positive curvature at the CASSCF level and negative at the CASPT2 level. This is due to the fact that while CI CIS and CI TRANS have similar BLA values at the CASSCF and CASPT2 levels of theory, CI BLA is different for each method (with a BLA value of ca. 0 and 0.3 Å for CASSCF and CASPT2, respectively) causing the CI seam profile to be different. As expected, along the CASSCF path, the two states appear to have mixed character along most of the CI seam. As shown in Figure 2B , the charge transfer character remains at almost 0.5 e − for both S 0 and S 1 . This indicates that both states have a mixed electronic character that is in between that of a full charge-transfer and diradical configuration. There are sudden changes in the charge transfer character along the CASSCF CI seam due to the near degeneracy situation. Along the CASPT2 CI seam, the geometries have a complete charge transfer character on S 1 (accompanied by a completely diradical S 0 character). Technically this can be explained by the increase in BLA with respect to the CASSCF CI seam, which brings the molecule into charge transfer region on S 1 in the underlying CASSCF level of theory where the states are no longer degenerate. This charge transfer region is characterized by large twisting about the C2C3 double bond, and an electronic structure consistent with that of a twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) 51, 52 state reaching top charge separation at CI BLA with a ca. 90°C1−C2−C3−C4 dihedral angle and a ca. 0°HOOP. As reported in previous work, such TICT character may also develop along paths and trajectories approaching the seam. 53 In such cases, a sudden polarization effect 54 is expected when along the path the charge transfer suddenly rises from ca. 0.5 to 1.0. Figure 3A displays the dihedral angles related to the double bond isomerization along the CASSCF and CASPT2 paths. We find that near the FC regions of cis-PSB3 and trans-PSB3 there is little torsional change due to the initial relaxation from the FC being dominated by a BLA mode. As discussed in the methods section, in the case of CASSCF isomerization of the double bond begins immediately and leads to a CI, whereas for CASPT2 the double bond isomerization does not occur until later in the MEP CIS and MEP TRANS coordinates. A comparison of Figures 2A and 3A reveals a relation between the BLA coordinate and the isomerization. At (or just before) the start of the isomerization, the BLA value decreases rapidly, reaches a minimum, and then increases again as twisting occurs until a CI is reached. This trend in BLA is observed in both CASSCF and CASPT2 (although in CASSCF the onset is earlier than in CASPT2)
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The role of HOOP in the isomerization of rPSB in visual pigments has been documented in several QM/MM trajectory calculations. 53, 55 Here, we see that the HOOP mode is largely involved in the isomerization even in a MEP calculation of a gas-phase PSB3 model ( Figure 3B ). Its involvement is thus not due to dynamics reasons exclusively, but, mainly, to the actual S 1 force field. The C1−C2−C3−C4 dihedral is coupled with an even larger change in H−C2−C3−H dihedral in both MEP CIS and MEP TRANS , and, therefore, the absolute value of the HOOP increases from 0°at the FC points to 30−60°at the CI. Note that isomerization starting from cis-PSB3 leads to a positive value of HOOP, favoring isomerization to trans-PSB3, while starting from trans-PSB3 yields a negative HOOP, favoring isomerization to cis-PSB3. Therefore, the CI CIS and CI TRANS have completely opposite HOOP values, and the path along the CI seam is dominated by a change in the HOOP coordinate ( Figure 3B) . Meanwhile, the π-orbital overlap (represented by the geometrical variable τ, defined in the Figure 3 caption) remains almost constant along the CI seam ( Figure 3A) . Interestingly, we find that the CI TRANS has a larger absolute HOOP value than CI CIS at both the CASSCF (CI TRANS is −60.8°and CI CIS is 34.6°) and CASPT2 (CI TRANS is −56.4°a nd CI CIS is 47.1°) levels of theory.
In Figure 4A , we find that while CASSCF displays virtually no change in the N−C1−C2−C3 dihedral along MEP CIS and MEP TRANS , at the CASPT2 level of theory isomerization around the C1−C2 single bond starts to occur almost immediately from the FC point (after just a small relaxation in the BLA shown in Figure 2A bottom ). This isomerization leads to an S 1 minimum that is ∼70°twisted with respect to the FC point (MIN CIS or MIN TRANS ). This single bond isomerization is associated with a very limited change in the BLA (Figure 2A bottom), but with a significant charge transfer across the C1 C2 bond such that the molecule has the positive charge almost fully localized on the C2HC3HC4HC5H 2 moiety (Figure 4B bottom) . Therefore, the MIN CIS or MIN TRANS structures may be seen as single-bond TICT states corresponding to real and, in principle, fluorescent S 1 intermediates. Finally, we find from a comparison of Figures 3A and 4A that along MEP CIS the single bond and double bond isomerizations are almost independent (the dihedral around the C2C3 double bond remains planar while single bond isomerization occurs), but the same is not true for MEP TRANS . This last observation is also related to the fact that TS TRANS has a larger torsional deformation in both the C1C2 single and C2C3 double bond than TS CIS .
In summary, we found several differences between the CASSCF and CASPT2 paths. The main difference along the MEP CIS and MEP TRANS paths is the existence of a LE region on the S 1 CASPT2 PES of PSB3 near the FC point which is absent in CASSCF. This corresponds to a difference in topology of the potential energy surface and is, therefore, of mechanistic significance. Such a region must have a significant effect on the initial relaxation dynamics along the BLA coordinate from the FC point, as observed in several studies. 14, 19, 20 However, it is noteworthy to mention that even along the CASPT2 path the BLA does decrease significantly, as in CASSCF, once the molecule leaves the LE region. The LE region in CASPT2 also introduces an S 1 barrier for isomerization along the C2C3 double bond, instead favoring a torsional deformation along the C1−C2 single bond. As mentioned above, this is consistent with what was found by Valsson et al. 20 and Send et al. 22 in different rPSB models. However, it is important to stress that such single bond deformation does not lead to a degeneracy of the S 1 and S 0 states and may be considered photochemically (but not photophysically) of a limited importance. Indeed, note that a removal of the path segments dominated by single bond deformation from the energy profile of Figure 1B would produce, after splicing the remaining segments, composite CASPT2 energy profiles topologically similar to the CASSCF profiles of Figure 1A . Finally, we find that differences in the CI structures at the CASSCF and CASPT2 level (and especially in the CI BLA structure) leads to a different shape of the CI seam at the two levels of theory.
Dynamic Electron Correlation Effects on the CASSCF Reference PES. In this section, we perform MRCI, MRPT2, and EOM-CC single point calculations along the composite CASSCF path comprising MEP CIS , CI seam, and MEP TRANS . Figure 5 displays the energy profiles along the composite path (we display only one variant of each method that performs better than the rest. For figures including all tested methods please see Figures S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information, SI). We find that dynamic electron correlation stabilizes the S 1 state along the entire path and, also, stabilizes the S 0 energy of all structures relative to the equilibrium cis-and trans-PSB3 structures. Near the cis-PSB3 and trans-PSB3 FC regions (see left and right insets in Figure 5 ), we notice that the clearly barrierless CASSCF S 1 path becomes flatter upon introduction of dynamic electron correlation or even develops an S 1 barrier, forming a minimum. This is most noticeable at the CASPT2 (IPEA = 0.25) level of theory, but the effect is present with other MRPT2, MRCISD+Q, and EOM-CC methods as well. Along the CI seam ( Figure 5 , center inset), we notice that dynamic electron correlation lifts the degeneracy between the S 0 and S 1 states along the seam (to a different degree depending on the method). The only exception is CASPT2 (IPEA = 0.25) where the S 0 and S 1 states remain degenerate along the seam, except at CI BLA where the degeneracy splits suddenly. This behavior of CASPT2 (IPEA = 0.25) can be explained by looking at the electronic character of the underlying CASSCF wave function shown in the top of Figure 2B . We find that the S 0 and S 1 wave functions are strongly mixed along this path, except near CI BLA (and a little also near CI TRANS ) where we see sudden variations in the wave function. Due to an already documented problematic behavior of CASPT2, 8 ,29 these variations in the CASSCF wave function near a CI can result in sudden variations of the CASPT2 energy, resulting in artifacts such as those observed here. In fact, the MS-CASPT2 (IPEA = 0.25) profile is significantly different along the CI seam (see Figure S2 in the SI), leading to an overestimation of the energy gap (as also documented in ref 8) .
In order to more accurately compare the different methods, we present in Table 1 a more quantitative analysis of their performance along the composite CASSCF path. Namely, we present the S 0 −S 1 energy gaps (ΔE S0−S1 ) at the equilibrium structures and the CI structures used to construct the CI seam. We also report NPEs along the composite path and the CI seam. It may be useful to compare this table with the profiles of Figure 5 and Figures S1 and S2 in the SI. MRCISD+Q is considered here to be the most accurate method and, therefore, is the reference against which NPEs are computed and to which energy gaps are compared.
We will now discuss the energy gaps at the cis-and trans-PSB3 geometries. MRCISD+Q has energy gaps (101.4 and 104.4 kcal/mol for cis-and trans-PSB3, respectively) that are ca. 9−10 kcal/mol smaller than those of CASSCF. In fact, we find that dynamic electron correlation consistently reduces the energy gap at the equilibrium structures. While MRCISD without the Davidson correction and EOM-CC methods give larger energy gaps than MRCISD+Q, all MRPT2 methods underestimate them. In the case of XMCQDPT2, while the classical version gives energy gaps that are 7−8 kcal/mol smaller than MRCISD+Q, the diagonal fit and F(Γ ns ) variants yield a very good (and in the case of diagonal fit − excellent) agreement with MRCISD+Q. QD-NEVPT2 also performs very well in reproducing the MRCISD+Q energy gaps. As for CASPT2 and MS-CASPT2, we find that the energy gaps computed without the IPEA shift are largely red-shifted by 9− 10 kcal/mol, but the introduction of the IPEA shift significantly improves the agreement with MRCISD+Q. Both with and without the IPEA shift, MS-CASPT2 performs slightly better than CASPT2. We note that the effect of the IPEA, as well as the basis set and geometry optimization, was already explored in our previous benchmark addressing the ground state PES. 8 In that study, it was found that for cis-and trans-PSB3, when a modest (6-31G*) basis set is used with a CASSCF optimized geometry, it appears to be more accurate to use CASPT2 without an IPEA shift rather than with the default IPEA, as this allows for better agreement due to a cancellation of errors (including differences in optimized geometries, IPEA values and modest basis sets). This cancellation, if general, may be important for cases where large basis sets and CASPT2 optimizations may not be affordable. Finally, we notice in Table  1 that SF-CCSD with the triples correction (dT) reproduces the MRCISD+Q energy gaps very well.
From the energy gaps at the CI CIS , CI BLA , and CI TRANS geometries, we find that MRCISD+Q splits the degeneracy that exists at the CASSCF level of theory at these structures, as we already saw in Figure 5 along the entire CI seam. The degree of splitting of the degeneracy is different for different methods. This is due to CI being displaced to different geometries along the BLA coordinate, as already documented in ref 8 . At the XMCQDPT2 level, the energy splitting at the three CI geometries is in reasonable agreement with MRCISD+Q, especially when the diagonal fit and F(Γ ns ) variants are used. QD-NEVPT2 overestimates the energy gap by ca. 4−5 kcal/ mol. This is due to the overstabilization of the S 0 energy in that region of the PES, a property of QD-NEVPT2 that has already been documented in several works 8, 56 and was found to be due to the limit in the zero-order CASSCF wave function. This issue could be resolved by using a larger active space for the underlying CASSCF wave function. 8, 56 In the case of CASPT2, we find that these CI structures present a particular challenge due to the degeneracy of the CASSCF S 0 and S 1 states and strong mixing of the corresponding wave functions. As a result, we notice that that two states remain almost degenerate along the entire CI seam at the CASPT2 (IPEA = 0) level, as well as with the CASPT2 (IPEA = 0.25) level (especially at CI CIS where the mixing of states is largest (Figure 2B top) ). This artifact also leads to a large overestimation of the energy gaps at the MS-CASPT2 (IPEA = 0) and MS-CASPT2 (IPEA = 0.25) levels of theory as the available implementations overcorrect for the artifactual degeneracy. 8, 29 Finally, we notice that while the energy gap at the CI structures remains small with SF-CCSD, the triples correction again improves the agreement with MRCISD+Q.
The NPE values provide a good indication of the overall performance of each method along the composite CASSCF path. We also present in Table 1 the NPE value along just the CI seam, since this region may be of particular interest to the photochemistry of the system. In fact, a low NPE would imply that the CI seam has the same shape along the PES, but is displaced to a different region (e.g., could be displaced along the BLA value). On the other hand, a large NPE would indicate that the shape of the CI seam changes with the method, and therefore, this would indicate a different dependence of the energy gap on the geometrical coordinates. In fact, we find from Table 1 that the NPE values along the CASSCF CI seam are very small, confirming that CI seams computed at one level of theory have a reasonably correct shape, at least in the case of PSB3. The largest NPE value observed is for CASSCF, but this value is still not significantly large. This is followed by CASPT2 and MS-CASPT2, but this can be easily explained by artifacts along the CI seam region arising from the variations in the underlying CASSCF wave functions, especially at CI BLA and CI TRANS . Also, for QD-NEVPT2, while the NPE for the S 1 state is very small, it is larger for S 0 . Again, this could possibly be remedied by improving the zero-order CASSCF wave function (i.e., expanding the active space).
Along the composite CASSCF path, we naturally start to see larger NPE values, indicating that there are fewer methods capable of describing the full path. For example, along the CASSCF path we find NPE values of 11.4 and 6.0 kcal/mol for the S 0 and S 1 states, respectively. The effect is large enough to be visibly seen in Figure 5 , where we find that the MRCISD+Q profiles along both the S 0 and S 1 states are significantly flatter than those of CASSCF. On the other hand, XMCQDPT2 displays a relatively negligible NPE for both S 0 and S 1 along the path, in particular with the F(Γ ns ) variant which performs remarkably well relative to MRCISD+Q. QD-NEVPT2 has a larger NPE value than XMCQDPT2, but this is mainly due to the CI seam region where it deviated from the MRCISD+Q CI seam. If we ignore the CI seam and two nearby structures from each side of the seam, we would obtain an NPE of 3.0 kcal/mol for S 0 and 1.7 kcal/mol for S 1 . This means that QD-NEVPT2 is able to describe most of the PSB3 PES mapped in this work and only suffers from overstabilizing one of the states when the molecule is completely twisted (particularly, the state with charge transfer character as documented in our previous benchmark study 8 ). We also see a reasonably good NPE value for CASPT2. The IPEA shift has small effect on the NPE value, indicating that the shift only moves up the entire PES, but does not change its topology significantly. However, MS-CASPT2 displays very large NPEs, comparable with CASSCF, but this is again due to the CI seam region where artifacts occur and cause a large splitting in the energy degeneracy. In fact, if the CI seam and nearby regions were ignored when computing the NPEs, the NPE value would decrease. Finally, while SF-CCSD has a relatively large NPE value (especially for the S 1 state), the triples correction significantly improves the agreement with MRCISD+Q. In Figure 5 , we notice that along most of the path SF-CCSD(dT) remains very close to the MRCISD+Q curve.
Dynamic Electron Correlation Effects on the CASPT2 Reference PES. In Figure 6 , we present the energy profiles for several methods along the composite CASPT2 (IPEA = 0.25) path (the same methods presented in Figure 5 ; all other methods are shown in Figures S3 and S4 in the SI) . There are several notable differences between Figures 5 and 6 . First, we find that all methods display a barrierless path along the single bond isomerization, with the exception of CASSCF (see left and right insets in Figure 6 ). Therefore, while CASSCF predicts a completely barrierless double bond isomerization and a barrier along the single bond isomerization, correlated methods display a barrierless single bond isomerization instead. Therefore PSB3 presents an interesting example of a system where single and double bond isomerizations are both possible on S 1 and different methodologies may predict a different reactivity. On the other hand, it should be stressed again that the nonadiabatic reaction leading to double bond isomerization is qualitatively invariant and displays the same mechanistic features (i.e., a BLA change precedes the torsional motion typical of a two-states two-modes mechanism) for both the CASSCF and CASPT2 levels. In contrast the single bond conformational change (i.e., an s-trans to s-cis change) is an adiabatic process occurring entirely on the S 1 PES and exclusively at the CASPT2 level which, therefore, predicts the formation of two distinct S 1 intermediates (i.e., corresponding to the MIN CIS and MIN TRANS structures). As for the CI seam (see center inset), we see a substantially different picture than that along the CASSCF CI seam. In fact, at the CI BLA geometry, most methods (including MRCISD+Q) display a small or vanishing energy gap, indicating that this point is a CI for these methods (in fact, these methods displayed in Figures 5 and 6 generally appear to be more accurate than their other variants, and therefore reproduce the position of the MRCISD+Q CI well, as documented in our previous benchmark study 8 ). However, this does not appear to be the case for CI CIS and CI TRANS , which, while being CI points at the CASPT2 (IPEA = 0.25) level of theory, do not remain so at the MRCISD+Q level. Therefore, to quantify such differences, we present in Table 2 again energy gaps at select structures and NPE values.
First, we discuss the energy gap at the MIN CIS and MIN TRANS structures. These structures are highly (∼70°) twisted around the C1−C2 single bond, resulting in a nitrogen-containing radical moiety and a conjugated radical cation moiety (see Scheme 2; such an electronic character is also supported by the geometry of these minima which display pyramidilization of the nitrogen and C1 carbon, as well as a small pyramidilization of the C2 carbon). The energy gaps at both MIN CIS and MIN TRANS are very similar to each other. The CASSCF gaps are not very different from MRCISD+Q, differing by 2.8−3.4 kcal/mol. Moreover, we find in this case that XMCQDPT2 is in very good agreement, but, oddly, this agreement decreases with the diagonal fit and F(Γ ns ) variants (the origin of this disagreement is in the description of the S 0 energy, and not S 1 , which actually improves upon using the diagonal fit and F(Γ ns ) variants as shown in Figure 6 and Figure S3 in the SI). QD-NEVPT2 is also in reasonable agreement with MRCISD +Q, as well as CASPT2 (especially when the IPEA shift is used, where the results become virtually identical to MRCISD+Q).
MS-CASPT2 results are identical to CASPT2. Finally, SF-CCSD significantly underestimates the energy gap, but the agreement with MRCISD+Q is improved upon introducing the triples correction, as expected.
In Table 2 , we also present the energy barriers of TS CIS and TS TRANS with respect to MIN CIS and MIN TRANS , respectively. Such a calculation would be expected to be challenging for any method, since it would require a correct description of the intermediate electronic structure (diradicaloid with a positive charge on one side) as well as the transition state electronic character (where the electronic character is in between that of the S 1 intermediate and the mixed diradical/charge transfer electronic character of the double-bond twisted S 1 species). Indeed, we see a larger variation in the performance of different methods. All MRPT2 methods give a lower barrier than MRCISD+Q, with QD-NEVPT2 being the closest. Meanwhile, SF-CCSD significantly overestimates the barrier, while SF-CCSD(dT) still yields a high barrier but in closer agreement with MRCISD+Q.
In Table 2 , we also present the energy gaps at CI CIS , CI BLA , and CI TRANS , as well as the NPE value along the CI seam for the CASPT2 paths. CI BLA has degenerate S 0 and S 1 states at the MRCISD+Q, XMCQDPT2/diagonal fit, XMCQDPT2/F(Γ ns ), CASPT2 (IPEA = 0.25), MS-CASPT2 (IPEA = 0.25), and SF-CCSD(dT). These are the same methods that have an energy profile similar to MRCISD+Q along the BLA path in refs 8 and 11, and therefore have a similar geometry of the CI, as mentioned above. Meanwhile, XMCQDPT2 has an energy gap comparable with uncorrected MRCISD. QD-NEVPT2, as before, overestimates the energy gap, requiring a larger active space to properly describe this region, 8 while CASPT2 (IPEA = 0), MS-CASPT2 (IPEA = 0), and SF-CCSD appear more similar to CASSCF than MRCISD+Q. On the other hand, at the CI CIS and CI TRANS geometries, only CASPT2 (IPEA = 0.25) energies are degenerate. This may again be attributed to the absence of interaction between perturbed states in CASPT2, which results in large differences between CASPT2 and MS-CASPT2. So, while we find that CASPT2 degeneracy is maintained along the entire CI seam (see Figure 6 ), it is unique in this regard since other methods do not share the same CI seam shape, resulting in significantly larger CI seam NPE values in Table 2 than those found in Table 1 . Finally, a look at the NPE values along the composite CASPT2 path confirms the same main conclusions as those derived from the CASSCF path. Namely, we find that (1) CASSCF yields a large NPE value, but not as large as along the CASSCF path, (2) XMCQDPT2 performs relatively well, but the diagonal fit and F(Γ ns ) variants perform better than the classical version in general, (3) QD-NEVPT2 has a larger NPE due to the CI seam region which, when ignored in computing the NPE, would reduce the NPE to 2.1 and 3.1 kcal/mol for S 0 and S 1 , respectively, (4) CASPT2 (IPEA = 0) and MS-CASPT2 (IPEA = 0) have a large NPE, partially due to artifacts in the CI seam region, but the NPE decreases when using the IPEA shift, and (5) SF-CCSD gives a large NPE, even larger than along the CASSCF path, but the NPE value is significantly reduced when the triples correction is included.
■ CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
PSB3 has been a very popular reduced model system for rPSBs. [1] [2] [3] [4] 8, 14, 15, 20, 57 The photochemistry of rPSB has been and still is the focus of many experimental and computational studies not only due to its basic importance in photobiology (e.g., due to its role in the activation of visual, microbial sensory, and ion-pumping pigments), but also due to the technology linked to its properties (e.g., for optogenetic actuators and probes 58, 59 and for the possible development of molecular devices 60 ). Thus, PSB3 has been used as a low-cost, minimal model of rPSB, 1, 2, 4, 61, 62 and also as a benchmark for understanding which approximate methods are best for describing the spectroscopy, photochemistry, or even thermal properties of visual pigments. 8, 11, 12, 14, 15, 20 In the current study, we expand the present knowledge on the excited state force field structure of PSB3 and benchmark the performance of MPRT2 and EOM-CC methods for such systems to understand the possible sources of inaccuracy when studying its photoisomerization. Accordingly, we have mapped the relevant S 1 paths at both the CASSCF and CASPT2 levels of theory and documented the differences in the S 1 PES of CASSCF and CASPT2. The geometric evolution driven by the computed S 1 CASPT2 force field is pictorially summarized in Figure 7 where it is apparent that four different molecular modes (BLA, HOOP, double bond torsion, and single bond torsion) control the relaxation dynamics of the system. One remarkable difference is the existence of LE regions on the CASPT2 S 1 PES centered on single bond twisted structures, as already indicated by Valsson et al. 20 for PSB4 and by Send et al. 22 in different rPSB models. Such regions, which are not detected at the CASSCF level, need to be overcome or avoided in order for the double bond photoisomerization to occur. However, the results presented in this work have to be interpreted with caution. The differences between CASSCF and The balloon diagrams at the top and bottom provide information on the evolution of the charge distribution for CI BLA along the MEP TRANS path (The charge evolution along MEP CIS is similar to that along MEP TRANS and is not shown). A numerical value is given for CH, CH 2 , and NH 2 groups with a total charge equal or larger than 0.1 in absolute value. Consistently with the charge transfer data in Figure 2B and 4B, the positive charge resides almost completely on the C2HC3HC4HC5H 2 and C3HC4HC5H 2 moieties in the MIN TRANS /MIN CIS and CI BLA highly twisted structures respectively. CASPT2 in PSB3 are not necessarily present in rPSB in the gas-phase or in rPSB embedded in a protein environment. This is especially true when considering that the increased conjugation in the full chromophore would have an important effect on the size and stability of such an LE region, as well as the opsin environment and presence of counterions and polarizing residues. Furthermore, the pretwisting of the chromophore in the opsin environment might move the chromophore away from the LE region and prepare it for immediate isomerization around the double bond. In this sense, the CASSCF PES of PSB3, although incorrect, may turn out to be a more representative model of the rPSB PES because it is more consistent with its observed ultrafast isomerization mechanism, which would be expected to occur along a barrierless S 1 path. In fact, while one study has successfully located an LE region and an S 1 barrier in the PES of 11-cis locked rPSB, such a barrier was not located for natural rPSB. 44 The current model system indicates that such regions do, in principle, exist and further QM/MM studies on the full rPSB chromophore embedded in a protein environment can help us to better understand the significance of the environment on the relative stabilities of these regions with respect to the rest of the S 1 PES. On the other hand, the potential interest of these regions for the control and engineering of rPSB photophysics appears to be high. Further stabilization of the LE region, perhaps via single bond twisting and/or via a suitable electrostatic potential imposed by the protein cavity, may lead to long-lived fluorescent states and, consequently, to the engineering of rhodopsin-based genetically encodable fluorescent probes, either from natural rhodopsins (e.g. see ref 44) or from a set of recently engineered artificial rhodopsin mimics, 46− 48 (e.g. see ref 45) .
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The performance of MRPT2 and EOM-CC methods along the paths presented in this study confirm and extend the results of our previous benchmark studies. 8, 11 We find that MRPT2 methods perform well when compared against MRCISD+Q. The performance of XMCQDPT2 is good but further improved by using the diagonal fit and F(Γ ns ) variant, while QD-NEVPT2 performs very well along most regions of the PES with the exception of structures twisted along the double bond, where a larger active space is likely required to improve the quality of the zero-order CASSCF wave function. CASPT2 and MS-CASPT2 also perform well in most regions of the PES, with the exception of regions of strong mixing of the CASSCF wave function (near degeneracies) where artifacts may arise. The use of the IPEA parameter in CASPT2 and MS-CASPT2 improves their agreement with MRCISD+Q. Finally, while SF-CCSD provides a qualitatively accurate description of the PSB3 PES, the triples correction (dT) is needed for quantitatively accurate profiles which are in good agreement with MRCISD +Q.
As a more general conclusion, we believe that, together with the recently reported S 0 PSB3 paths 8 which has also been investigated with different quantum chemical theories, 8, 11, 12, 63 the S 1 paths reported above provide a tractable system for the simultaneous benchmarking of ground and excited state organic reactivity. Such a benchmark system, including paths passing from closed to open-shell electronic structures and describing charge-transfer events and decays at conical intersection points, would expand the testing of advanced electronic structure methods from vertical excitation energies (see for instance ref 64) to entire PES regions. 
